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**Abstract**

BACKGROUND: Deep brain stimulation is an effective and safe technique. Displacement of the electrode relative to the optimal stimulation site can lead to insufficient effect and sometimes to the need of operative electrode re-position.

OBJECTIVE: This study was aimed to analyse targeting accuracy of deep brain stimulation electrode implantation to subthalamic nucleus (STN) and globus pallidus internus (Gpi). It detected possible causes of inaccuracy and prevalent shift to certain direction.

METHODS: Targeting accuracy was analysed in 47 patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) and 11 patients with dystonia with bilateral implantation of deep brain stimulation electrodes between years 2009 and 2016.

RESULTS: A shift of electrode to prevalent direction was observed on the left side to medial and posterior and on the right side to lateral direction. Greater shift was observed on the left side and in a higher angulation of trajectory laterally. Movement of the electrode, because of its traction in anchoring device, was identified as a possible factor for prevalent electrode shift. Calibration of stereotactic coordinates to correct prevalent shift was used.

CONCLUSION: Targeting inaccuracy is the result of accumulation of errors in individual steps of electrode implantation. Direction of the shift can be random or it can be toward a prevalent direction. A correction of prevalent error can prevent a suboptimal electrode placement (Tab. 3, Fig. 11, Ref. 29). Text in PDF www.elis.sk.
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**Introduction**

Deep brain stimulation is used for treatment of extrapyramidal movement disorders, epilepsy, psychiatric disorders and chronic pain. Because of its effectivity in treatment and reversibility, it became popular and wide spread.

The key feature of deep brain stimulation electrode implantation is the accuracy of targeting toward the optimal site of stimulation and safety for the patients.

An exact algorithm of operative procedure depends on decisions and experience of the operation team including neurosurgeon, neurologist, radiologist and other cooperating participants of the treatment.

The target structure of the stimulation is often small, optimal effect depends on the accurate targeting with the least error. Sub-optimal placement of the electrode more than 2 mm away can lead to suboptimal effect of the stimulation (1, 2, 3).

That is the reason why three-dimensional mapping of the target is used with up to five electrodes, one in the middle and four to each direction around the central track. Microelectrode recording (MER) and intraoperative stimulation is used in order to tackle the target properly. Simultaneous use of five microelectrodes improves the probability to reveal ideal position of the target. However, this also has a higher risk of haemorrhagic complications, which could have devastating impact for the patient. With the advances in imaging, registration and targeting, magnetic resonance (MR)-guided technique enables to use less tracks with a preserving accuracy.

The aim of this study was to analyse targeting accuracy using five tracks in order to collect sufficient information. By this analysis, we tried to support the concept of reducing the number of microelectrode tracks used. The results suggested that there was a targeting error to prevalent direction and therefore we compared the electrode position relative to the planned trajectory.

**Methods**

We analysed 47 patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) and 11 patients with dystonic syndrome, who had undergone bilateral implantation of DBS electrodes between years 2009 and 2016. All patients had surgery in one centre and all operations were performed by one neurosurgeon (M.K.).

All patients were referred from tertiary movement disorder centre and the indication for DBS kept the standard protocol by multidisciplinary committee (4).
All patients with dystonia were bilaterally implanted into Gpi and patients with Parkinson’s disease to STN.

Stereotactic system Leksell was used. Stereotactic CT was merged with 3T MR. In all patients, three-dimensional T1 MR with double dose contrast agent was performed, other MR protocols were used according to specific target structure, in STN three-dimensional T2 1 mm or 2 mm slice, in Gpi-proton density (PD), Flair.

Targeting in FrameLink used a direct target visualisation, relation to adjacent anatomical structures, stereotactic atlas Wahren–Schaltenbrand and statistic distance of the target from the middle of AC-PC. Reconstruction of images and merging with registration was automatic in FrameLink. The accuracy of merging was checked carefully in all planes, in some cases it was corrected manually by setting corresponding points – „landmarks“. Trajectory was planned bilateral in front of the coronal suture avoiding sulci and ventricles.

Operation was performed under a local anesthesia in patients with PD and under a general anesthesia or sedation and analgesia in dystonia subjects with flattening of anesthesia during microelectrode recording. All electrodes were anchored in the burr hole with the Medtronic StimLock burr hole cover.

MER and intraoperative stimulation were performed with five microelectrodes in 27 patients and with three microelectrodes in 20 patients with PD and 11 patients with dystonia.

Immediately after the electrode implantation in latter 31 patients (with three microelectrodes used), stereotactic CT was performed. This CT was used after its merging with preoperative CT and MR to evaluate the shift of the planned trajectory relative to the final electrode position. The lead placement verification using postoperative MR and CT showed an equivalent lead representation (5).

Results

In 27 consecutive patients with PD, deep brain stimulation electrodes were implanted bilaterally (54 electrodes) to STN. Five microelectrode tracks were used for three-dimensional mapping of the target area. Significant MER activity in more than 1mm length of the trajectory was found in the following numbers of microelectrodes:

- 1 electrode – 1.8 % (1)
- 2 electrodes – 9.3 % (5)
- 3 electrodes – 22.2 % (12)
- 4 electrodes – 22.2 % (12)
- 5 electrodes – 44.4 % (24)

In 44.4 %, significant MER activity was found in all five tracks and in almost 90 % it was present in three or more tracks.

Intraoperative stimulation was not tested in all five electrodes. If there was a typical MER activity in the central electrode, this electrode was tested supposedly having the best location relative to the optimal site for the stimulation. Another electrode was tested if there was more typical MER activity in other track compared to the central electrode or if there was not sufficient effect of the stimulation on motor signs of PD or if there were some adverse effects during the stimulation in the central track. Certain adverse stimulation effects indicated the direction to the optimal site of the stimulation according to which anatomical structure was affected by the stimulation. Typically, 2 electrodes were tested in intraoperative stimulation.

If effect of the intraoperative stimulation was similar in more electrodes preferentially, the central track was used for definitive electrode implantation (Fig. 1).

Based on this data, we decided to reduce the number of tracks from five to three according to the most often used tracks for a definitive electrode placement on the left side to anterior-central-lateral and on the right side to central-medial-posterior. Objective for the use of less electrodes was to make operation safer and prevent haemorrhagic complications by a decreasing number of penetrations.

During the course of individual years, we observed the learning curve of electrode implantation to the central track (Fig. 2).
The results of electrode placements suggested that there occurred a shift of the electrode position different for both sides of the brain. In the next consecutive 20 patients with PD (40 electrodes) and in 11 patients with dystonia (22 electrodes), three microelectrodes were used for 3D mapping of the target area. Immediately postoperatively, stereotactic CT was performed with implanted electrodes. In FrameLink, this CT was merged with preoperative imaging and we compared the definitive position of the electrode relative to the planned trajectory. Scalar error was counted from Heron’s formula (Fig. 3):

\[ h = \frac{2}{c} \left( \sqrt{s(s-a)(s-b)(s-c)} \right) \]

where \( s = \frac{(a + b + c)}{2} \)

The scalar error was divided to vector errors in x, y axis. The error in z axis is the least significant because it can be corrected without changing the trajectory, that is why we were interested mostly in the error in x and y axis. We evaluated this error separately for both sides of the brain.

In patients with PD with the target in STN, vector error in x axis was on the left side on average 1.065 mm to medial direction and in y axis 0.3 mm toward posterior direction. The standard deviation was 1.27, more individual errors were close or more than 2 mm, the maximal error to the medial direction was 3.6 mm (Fig. 4).

On the right side of the brain, vector error in x axis was 0.55 mm to the lateral direction and in y axis 0.24 to the anterior direction with the standard deviation 0.62 (Fig. 5).

In patients with dystonia with electrodes implanted to Gpi, vector error on the left side was 0.5 mm to the medial direction for x axis and 0.41 mm to the anterior direction in y axis (Fig. 6).

On the right side of the brain, there was vector error in x axis 0.8 mm to the lateral direction and 0.06 mm to the anterior direction in y axis (Fig. 7).

Distribution of error was in some cases proved to be prevalent to one direction- left STN in x axis to medial, right STN in x axis to lateral, right Gpi in x axis to the lateral direction. We tried to exclude any technical error and possible causes were analysed. Tool for error with the prevalent direction correction can be calibration of stereotactic coordinates (Tab. 1).
After theoretical calibration, the average error in x axis on the left side decreased from 1.065 mm to medial to 0.1 mm to the medial direction (standard deviation 1.17). Potentially important error more than 2 mm, which was present in 5 patients from 20 (25 %) after theoretical calibration dropped to 1 case from 20 (5 %) (Fig. 8).

On the right side, theoretical calibration decreased the error of more than 2 mm in x axis from 1 patient from 20 patients (5 %) to 0 %.

In axis y, there was no electrode exceeding 2 mm error, but in patients after implantation of electrode to STN on the left side, there was error close to 2 mm to the posterior direction in 3 electrodes, which was also corrected with the theoretical calibration.

The biggest error we recorded was in the electrode implanted to STN on the left side 3.6 mm. This error required an operative reposition of the electrode, because of an insufficient stimulation effect. This error and the whole intracranial course of this electrode was analysed from its anchoring in StimLock burr hole cover to its end. Angulation and bending of the electrode was noticed intracranially. Similar bending was seen also in other patients, though it was most pronounced in this patient with the biggest error in the electrode position. The position of the electrode relative to the planned trajectory was analysed in other patients in the plane between the outer margins of the burr hole perpendicularly, what we considered the plane of securing mechanism of support clip of StimLock. Bending of electrodes was evaluated in the mediolateral and anteroposterior direction (Fig. 9).

We analysed the group of 20 patients with the implantation of electrode to left STN and according to the error and bending of electrode intracranially they were divided to 3 groups. In the first group of 6 patients (30 %), the error of less than 0.9 mm in x axis was observed and the position of definitive electrode in the plane of StimLock was close to the planned trajectory and close to the centre of the burr hole (Fig. 10A, Tab. 2).

The second group of 9 patients (45 %) had the position of planned trajectory in the plane of StimLock lateral from its centre and the position of definitive electrode was moved to medial direction toward the centre of the burr hole. In this group, the biggest error to the medial direction was observed in the target, most of them close to 2 mm (7 from 9 patients). All electrodes were bended with the convexity to contralateral lateral direction (Fig. 10B, Tab. 3).
The risk of haemorrhagic complication is higher when using MER, which was confirmed by studies (10, 8), where there was a significantly higher incidence of haemorrhage in centres using microelectrodes compared to the centres, which did not use them. Other studies found 4–5 times higher risk of haemorrhage with using MER (16). The number of penetrations correlated with haemorrhage, in the group of patients without haemorrhagic complication, the average number of penetrations was 2.9 ± 1.8 compared to the group of patients with haemorrhage and the average number of 4.1 ± 2.0 penetrations. Some studies didn’t show a significant difference comparing the number of penetrations, but in the two groups there was a trend with a higher number of penetrations in the group with haemorrhage (15, 14). Some studies showed no difference in complications with the use of MER (17).

This was the rationale for our effort to decrease the number of penetrations.

There are several studies dealing with the accuracy of different stereotactic systems. Review study (18) compared the accuracy in frame-based, frameless (19) and iMR guided systems.

Some of them measured the targeting inaccuracy without analysing its direction or causes. Holl et al analysed error in 165 patients, where there was a significant difference between left and right side, error was higher on left side and when the angle of trajectory in coronal plane was more than 15°. The vector error in this study was bilateral 0.7 mm to posterior in y axis, in x axis it was error to the medial direction 1.1 mm on the left side and 0.1 mm to lateral on right side (20).

Daniluk et al observed the error in the position of electrode after technical errors were excluded. Bilateral error in postero-medial direction was described, which was reduced by compensation anterolaterally during a trajectory planning. There was no difference between brain hemispheres. Bending of electrode was described, and as the cause of this bending was not specified „brain related“ factor was expected (21).

Individual steps and potential errors of stereotactic frame-based deep brain stimulation operation are:

- Fixation of stereotactic frame
- CT/MR imaging (technical error, image fusion error)
- Registration, planning (technical error, human error)
- Burr hole (brain shift, liquorrhoea, pneumocephalus)
- Implantation and fixation of electrode (mechanical error, human error, electrode migration)

The analysis of individual steps of the operation is essential to exclude a technical error. Accumulation of small errors in different steps can lead to a significant error with suboptimal stimulation effect. Some of these errors are random regarding the direction (imaging, image fusion, registration).

Brain related factors, which can influence the accuracy of electrode position are the brain shift, intraoperative liquorrhoea and pneumocephalus (22).

In pneumocephalus, as the result of intraoperative liquorrhoea, posterior shift in y axis is expected. In our patients, only the average posterior shift corrected by calibration was observed in STN electrode implantation on the left side. There were several patients with the error close to 2 mm, where on postoperative CT there was
pneumocephalus with the biggest thickness in the group. However, there were patients in the Gpi group, who had similar thickness of pneumocephalus, without the shift of electrode posteriorly. We used a guiding tube in place in another track used for 3D mapping during the whole electrode implantation, which hold brain tissue and prevented brain shift.

Generally, it is important to prevent pneumocephalus and brain shift during operation, which is described in several studies (23, 24). Brain shift is observed in y axis ranging from 0.4–2.2 mm, shift in x axis is close to 0.25. Another mechanism of brain shift described is the pressure of electrode during implantation.

Important factor in pneumocephalus prevention is the position of the head during the operation.

Head in semiseated position can decrease a leak of cerebrospinal fluid by means of gravity, but it is different from position during imaging, which can lead to brain shift. Some studies describe the maximal brain shift subcortically to 5.7 mm (23). According to the study (24), optimal position of the head is supine with slightly elevated head in 15°, which minimizes a negative intracranial pressure.

We analysed the trajectory of the electrode relative to planned trajectory and the process of implantation and anchoring of electrode was found to be related to electrode bending intracranially, which was in correlation with the error in the target area.

Several studies described the electrode movement in different anchoring devices (18), when using StimLock it was in the average 1.8 mm. Other study compared movement of electrode using StimLock and anchoring electrode with microplate where movement was 1.5 ±0.6 mm and 2.3 ± 2 mm respectively (26). Zibly described movement and electrode bending in the target area seen on intraoperative x-ray after anchoring of electrode in StimLock, after releasing anchoring cover electrode returned to the original position (27).

The recommendation for the electrode implantation and anchoring in StimLock burr hole cover is using the standard burr hole diameter, insertion of the base of StimLock to the burr hole and fixation with screws, there is one exit slot for electrode in the base, orientation of exit slot should be in the direction of tunnelling toward the implanted pulse generator (IPG), insertion of support clip to the base around electrode, orientation of the support clip so that the static side of securing mechanism is against the lead body facing away to the exit slot, avoiding significant contact between the lead body and the support clip is recommended, lead stylet in place and gentle rotation of the securing mechanism of the support clip until it snaps into the locked position against the lead, removal of electrode stylet and leading electrode to exit slot (Fig. 11).

According to the recommendations, the support clip should be inserted to the base always in the same orientation, so that its static part is oriented to the part of base with exit slot. The optimal position of the electrode in the support clip is reduced to a small area close to the centre of burr hole. There is often not enough attention paid to the position of electrode in burr hole, especially when considering that the entry of electrode is not vertical to the skull and the position of more tracks can be used for a definitive electrode placement. At the time of anchoring of electrode, there is a stylet inside which makes the electrode more firm and stylet is removed after anchoring. Shift sensitive direction in this case is the mediolateral moving electrode toward the centre of the burr hole. Other traction can be present because of the oblique entry of the electrode to the plane of StimLock.

There are different angles of entry in STN and Gpi, because Gpi is located more laterally, the entry is in a more acute angle. So is the entry to the cerebral parenchyma, which can possibly prevent a greater electrode bending. This is a possible cause why there is less error in smaller angles in coronal plane typical for Gpi targeting. Patients with Gpi targeting had electrode entry angle to medial plane in average 5.05° (0.2–9.5°) and patients with electrode implantation to STN had the entry angle to medial plane in average 22.3° (15.1–27.7°).

The calibration of stereotactic coordinates can decrease the average error, but because it doesn’t analyse causes of prevalent error in individual positions of electrodes, it can lead to a shift to the contralateral direction away from the target.

More attention should be paid to the anchoring electrode. If the position of trajectory is not in the middle in StimLock, it is possible to enlarge burr hole in mediolateral direction to correct it before anchoring of StimLock base. When using more penetrations, the problem is that in the beginning it is not known, which penetration will be used for the definitive electrode implantation. The fixation of base of StimLock could be done at the time of electrode anchoring and the orientation of exit slot by rotating base of StimLock could be adjusted according to the position of the definitive electrode.

The change in the construction of StimLock could be helpful, to enable more freedom for placing the support clip and adjust it to the position of trajectory in the burr hole, there could be more than one exit slot around the base of StimLock, so the static part of the support clip could be still oriented towards exit slot, but with a possibility to choose more exit directions.

Inserting some sponge absorbable material to the medial and lateral sides of electrode in the burr hole bellow support clip could also prevent an electrode bending.
The standard intraoperative control of electrode position is X-ray C arm with imaging from the side of the head, where it is not possible to see shift in mediolateral direction. In the case of the biggest error in our patient 3.6 mm medially, there was just 0.3 mm antero-posterior error, which could be seen on the control X-ray. A control also in anteroposterior plane or using O arm (28, 29) could detect this error.

Conclusion

A substantial shift of electrode is possible in anchoring devices. This can cause an error of targeting to prevalent direction. A traction of electrode in this device can cause bending of electrode intracranially, resulting in the shift of electrode in the target area. More attention should be paid to anchoring electrode and different measures can be used during anchoring the electrode to avoid this shift.
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